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Abstract

Currently, the carbon emissions of building energy consumption account for
a significant portion of all carbon emissions. How to reduce carbon emissions
to achieve carbon neutrality is an important current research direction. There-
fore this research builds a predictive algorithm model for analyzing energy
consumption data of meteorological buildings using DeST platform for
energy saving and emission reduction to achieve carbon neutrality. The new
model uses Internet of Things and cloud platform technology to build a sim-
ulation building platform, and uses the support vector machine algorithm in
the analysis algorithm to vectorize building energy consumption data, which
can achieve normalization processing of building energy consumption and
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meteorological data. By processing building energy consumption data, pre-
diction of building energy consumption at the next moment can be achieved.
The experimental results show that the precision and accuracy of the new
algorithm are higher than genetic algorithm 1 and 0.15 respectively, and 0.6
and 0.07 higher than clustering analysis algorithm respectively. Therefore,
applying this algorithm model to building energy consumption prediction can
significantly improve the accuracy and precision of the algorithm.

Keywords: Carbon emissions, building energy consumption, internet of
things, cloud platform, support vector machine algorithm.

1 Introduction

At present, China’s energy consumption has surpassed that of the United
States and Japan, becoming the country with the largest energy consumption
in the world. To achieve the goal of energy conservation and emission
reduction, reducing energy consumption is the main goal of current develop-
ment. Building energy consumption (BEC) has become the focus of current
attention due to its extremely high proportion of carbon emissions. How to
achieve prediction of BEC and improve the accuracy and precision of the
prediction has become the key to solving this problem [2]. The main approach
to building energy conservation is to adopt more efficient and reasonable
energy-saving technologies, which requires accurate prediction of BEC.
However, due to the lack of processing function for annual meteorological
data on the building environment simulation design platform, the accuracy
of energy consumption prediction is relatively low [4]. Therefore, based
on this, by combining DeST simulation with meteorological data analysis,
a more accurate prediction of the energy consumption of buildings under
different meteorological conditions can be realized. At the same time, new
energy management strategies are developed to enable buildings to achieve
more efficient energy utilization under different meteorological conditions.
Effective energy management can also reduce the energy consumption of
buildings, alleviate the environmental burden and promote the development
of sustainable buildings. This study combines building environment simula-
tion and meteorological data analysis to provide a comprehensive approach
for building energy consumption prediction and management. At the same
time, DeST and weather data analysis algorithms enable a higher degree
of building performance simulation and data-driven energy management.
It provides a smarter and more sustainable building energy management
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solution for the construction industry, which helps to meet the challenges
of climate change and resource scarcity. The study is divided into four parts
in total, the first part is the elaboration of the research results at home and
abroad, the second part introduces the process of building the algorithm
model and platform, the third part is the analysis of the experimental results
on the predictive ability of the algorithm, and the fourth part is the summary
of this study.

2 Related Works

In recent years, with the increasing attention paid to the carbon emissions
generated by buildings, more experts and scholars have focused their research
on predicting BEC. Peng Bao et al. believed that central air conditioning in
some large shopping malls was the main equipment for BEC, and reducing
the energy consumption of air conditioning could reduce BEC. Therefore,
based on the long and short-term memory neural network, a BEC regression
model has been constructed. The new model could analyze and utilize the
energy consumption data of air conditioning, and compare the predicted value
of BEC with the actual value to obtain its maximum deviation. The experi-
ment outcomes denoted that the deviation between the actual and predicted
values of the model was less than 10%, which had higher accuracy in
BEC [5]. Lei et al. believed that efficient prediction of BEC could improve
the management level of the power system. Therefore, a new BEC prediction
model was built on the basis of deep neural networks. The new model could
extract features from key factors of BEC and identify the key factors of
BEC. The research findings indicated that the combination of the rough set
of BEC and the deep neural network model could most accurately predict
the BEC, and at the same time provide a practical scheme for the future
BEC prediction [6]. Wenninger Simon et al. found in their research that car-
bon emissions from many buildings were currently the main source of carbon
emissions, so it was necessary to invest research in reducing building carbon
emissions. However, traditional research only tested predictive performance
and did not consider neural network algorithms. Therefore, a BEC prediction
model based on throwing neural network algorithm was proposed. The exper-
imental findings expressed that the model using neural network algorithms
could predict BEC and replace some traditional prediction schemes [7]. Sun
Jian et al. believed that BEC played an important role in resource manage-
ment planning, but the accuracy and optimization speed of prediction models
limited their performance. Therefore, an enhanced fusion framework based
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on light superposition was proposed. The new framework could optimize and
integrate different types of parameters. The research outcomes expressed that
the new framework could increase the prediction accuracy of the model and
reduce computational time [8].

Yibo Chen et al. believed that many studies on the prediction of BEC
focused on the basis of overall energy consumption, without distinguishing
different characteristic data. Therefore, based on linear regression and cluster
analysis, an improved recognition prediction model was proposed. The new
model could utilize fluctuation feature data and implicit relationships of
various factors to achieve prediction of BEC. The experiment findings indi-
cated that the new model could provide prediction accuracy and improve its
applicability to BEC [9]. Luo X J et al. found that the prediction of BEC was
related to some meteorological factors and time characteristics. Therefore,
to accurately predict BEC, a new BEC prediction system based on long and
short-term memory network and hybrid genetic algorithm was proposed on
the traditional prediction model. The new model could achieve the relation-
ship between energy consumption data and time. The experimental results
showed that the new model outperformed other algorithm models in accuracy
and precision [10].

Manan Singh et al. found in their research on BEC that computational
fluid dynamics could better predict the impact of indoor environment on
BEC. Therefore, on the basis of fluid dynamics, a new framework for predict-
ing building energy dissipation performance was proposed. The experiment
outcomes indicated that the new framework could improve the accuracy and
applicability of BEC prediction [11]. Maltais Louis Gabriel et al. believed
that traditional BEC required predicting the consumption of domestic hot
water, but it was difficult to accurately predict the model data in daily life.
Therefore, an optimized BEC model has been proposed, which could predict
the energy consumption of key domestic hot water buildings. The experiment
findings illustrated that the new model had good performance in prediction
accuracy [12].

In summary, many experts and scholars have achieved many research
results in the prediction of BEC. However, there are still many problems with
BEC, and many models are unable to accurately predict BEC data. At the
same time, the lack of accuracy in current algorithm models is also the key
to the current problem. Therefore, based on this, a new prediction research
platform has been designed and a new algorithm model has been built in this
study.
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3 Algorithm Model Construction for BEC Prediction Based
on DeST Platform Meteorological Data Analysis
Algorithm

This chapter mainly builds a new DeST platform through research on the IoTs
and cloud platforms. SVM algorithm is used for analyzing meteorological
data. Finally, under the DeST platform framework, a BEC algorithm model
applying meteorological data analysis is proposed.

3.1 Construction of a Building Environment Simulation Design
Platform

The IoTs refers to a new network technology that can collect and process data,
images, and other information at that time through various technologies such
as information perception, system positioning, stable perception and laser
scanning technologies [13]. The general framework of the IoTs can be divided
into device perception, network usage, and system applications. The IoTs is
the most commonly used and effective method for achieving connectivity
between network systems and materials. The platform of the Internet of
Things can build a network platform of information data through cloud
technology to realize the unified and stable processing of data. The current
use of the Internet of Things is divided into four platform layers, and different
platform layers play different roles and work together to build a complete
Internet of Things system. As shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, the IoTs is divided into four platform layers, including
the packet buckle application, platform, network and perception layers.
The application layer mainly connects users and system networks to achieve
refined management of some intelligent products, such as smart home appli-
ances, smart healthcare, etc; The platform layer is an integrated functional
layer that manages and controls some terminal devices, and also plays a role
in connecting the upper and lower functional layers in the IoTs; The per-
ception layer is a functional layer that perceives some sensor devices in the
system platform, such as temperature sensors, photosensitive sensors, etc;
The network layer is a functional layer that perceives and stores informa-
tion for some networks, while also serving as a connection between the
perception layer and the platform layer [14]. The use of the Internet of
Things (IoT) is mainly for real-time data monitoring of some current systems,
such as air conditioning, lighting, drainage and other systems in building
energy consumption. The cloud platform is a platform network for storing
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Figure 1 IoT system structure.

and processing building energy consumption data. At the same time, cloud
platform is used in many fields because of its strong security and extensibility.
Through the connection of the Internet of Things and the cloud platform can
realize the flow and calculation of some data, as shown in Figure 2 for the
current use of the cloud platform information flow structure.

The entire cloud platform system in Figure 2 consists of a database,
user software, platform system servers, etc. When the platform is running,
the information data input into the server is first processed, and then the
transmitted data is called to obtain it into the IoTs platform. At the same
time, the data being processed at this time is input into the database. The data
is classified and processed in the IoTs platform, and then transmitted to
the current equipment to issue general instructions. Finally, the transmission
instructions complete the data entry into the IoTs platform, and the software
data instructions are executed through the flow into the server.
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When building a meteorological parameter data collection platform, the
system framework is constructed using IoTs technology and cloud platforms.
The DeST environment building simulation software is used to calculate
the algorithm for meteorological data and energy consumption data. Finally,
multiple data are obtained and uploaded to the cloud platform, achieving
visual platform construction in the IoTs. The specific operation and appli-
cation are as follows: first, it needs to design and build a sensor system to
collect data such as temperature and humidity, air, and BEC; Secondly, it
needs to build a simulation model of the building to conduct experiments on
the simulation model, to obtain experimental data and improve the current
system; The collected data are stored into the current cloud platform; Finally,
after all data collection is completed, a visual interface design for building
meteorology, building environment, and BEC will be implemented on the
cloud platform [15]. The overall framework of the design platform is shown
in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, the application layer of the system framework is composed
of a visualized cloud server that can process and transmit information data
transmitted by the cloud platform. The service layer is a functional layer
that can analyze the transmitted data and also has the function of accessing
devices in the network layer. The network layer receives device data from
the perception layer and enables secure network connectivity to the cloud
platform. The perception layer is the information acquisition layer of the
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entire framework, which can collect some perceptible information data, input
the data into the network layer, and then process it. Therefore, in the design
of the system framework, the use of cloud platforms and the IoTs can enrich
the current framework, while connecting the network and real data to achieve
visual design of the framework.

3.2 Algorithm for BEC Prediction Based on DeST Platform
Meteorological Data Analysis Algorithm

DeST is mainly capable of reflecting some of the problems in building
simulation through mutual coupling, and is currently used as a system design
software to quickly deal with building simulation problems. DeST is able
to simulate the data in the study of meteorological data, and get the sim-
ulation model to make the study more simple and easy to understand. The
working structure of DeST includes a database, input and output interfaces,
applications, and user interfaces. The central idea is to read, process, and
transmit data, and finally save the data for processing in the data center [16].
The working principle is shown in Figure 4.

The DeST framework in Figure 4 is divided into five modules. Firstly, it
is the thermal characteristics module of the building, which mainly collects
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Figure 4 Divided into five modules.

and analyzes the building’s lighting information, ventilation information,
indoor and outdoor meteorological information, and building shadow infor-
mation; The system module model is to analyze, design, and organize the
entire scheme of the system to find the most suitable scheme. Air treatment
module analysis is to analyze some air indicators to obtain a better analysis
scheme; Wind system analysis is the analysis of the wind force magnitude
and intensity of the entire ventilation system; The analysis of cold and
heat source pump stations involves analyzing the temperature data of the
building’s thermal and cold sensing sources, as well as the data of the water
pump station. The process of building the DeST framework can be achieved
through the analysis of multiple sets of data. The main working principle of
DeST framework is to simulate the characteristics of some building systems,
such as building thermal process analysis, DeST framework can provide some
parameters such as the thermal properties of the building enclosure, and
then realize the simulation of the system. The main process is to construct
a building model and then draw the structure of the building enclosure, set
specific parameters such as weather for simulation and analysis, and finally
output the analysis results. The analysis of the data is mainly realized by the
support vector machine algorithm.
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The SVM (SVM) algorithm is a supervised learning algorithm. It mainly
maps some linear data into the feature space through the introduction of
functions, realizes the process of algorithm data from low dimensions to
high dimensions, and can express data through the feature space [17]. SVM
algorithm is the most commonly used neural network algorithm in predicting
BEC. When performing dimensionality reduction on the data samples, the
regression data samples can be represented as expressed in Equation (1).

T = {(xi, yi), i = 1, 2, . . . , N}, xi ∈ Rn (1)

In formula (1), N denotes the number of samples; xi means the vec-
tor expression when input data; yi expresses the vector expression when
output data; T denotes the sample of data when regression; Rn is space;
xi will project data into high dimensions when nonlinear mapping, so the
regression function expression in high dimensional space H is shown in
formula (2) [18].

f(x) = wTφ(x) + b (2)

In formula (2), wT indicates the weight vector in the regression sample T ;
φ(x) represents the transformation function from space Rn to another space,
and Rn indicates the intercept of the function at this time, where b ∈ R,
w ∈ R. When dealing with a given training set, the expression of the training
set can be represented by formula (3).

D = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xm, ym)}, ym ∈ R (3)

In formula (3), D denotes the training set, and (xm, ym) represents the
vector coordinates of the data. The coordinate information of xm can be
expressed by formula (4).

xm = [x1m, x2m, . . . xnm], x ∈ Rn (4)

In formula (4), xm ∈ Rn means the input vector value mapped when the
number of samples is m. The core content of SVM algorithm is to project
low latitude nonlinear kernel functions into high-dimensional space through
algorithmic operations, so the low latitude operation space of the algorithm
needs to be mapped by some algorithms. Formula (5) is a linear kernel
function expression.

k(xi, xj) = xTi xj (5)

In formula (5), k represents the kernel function; xi, xj denotes the coordi-
nates of the kernel function at this time; xTi xj denotes the high-dimensional
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coordinates after the kernel function of xi, xj is mapped to T . When the linear
kernel function is expressed through the SVM algorithm vector, the entire
expression is transformed to obtain formula (6) [19].

K(x, xj) = xTxj (6)

In formula (6), the kernel function expression is the same as the original
kernel function expression, but the difference is that the vector coordinate
is the initialization vector coordinate. When the number of kernel functions
increases, the expression of the kernel function becomes a polynomial kernel
function expression, as shown in formula (7).

k(xi, xj) = (xTi xj)
d (7)

In formula (7), d refers to the number of kernel functions. When the
number of kernel functions is sufficient and the class of multiple kernel
functions is high enough, the value of the kernel function will infinitely
approach infinity, and the complexity of the function will increase, resulting
in an increase in computational complexity. The radial basis function is an
expression function of sample performance, as shown in formula (8).

k(xi, xj) = exp

(
−∥xi − xj∥2

2δ2

)
(8)

In formula (8), δ stands for the parameters of the compute kernel. When
new parameters are introduced into the SVM algorithm, the linear regression
problem of the algorithm will become a convex quadratic programming
problem, and its expression will become as shown in formula (9).

min
w,b

p =
1

2
wTw + C

l∑
i=1

(ξi + ξ∗i ) (9)

In formula (9), ξi, ξ∗i is the relaxation variable of the kernel function; C
expressed the penalty function; w refers to the weight vector. The decision
function expression shown in formula (10) can be obtained by Lagrange
transformation of the kernel function.

y = f(x) =
l∑

i=1

(ai − a∗i )K(xi, x) + b (10)

In formula (10), ai, a∗i ∈ [0, C], where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , l calculates the
dual function value in the expression to calculate the value of ai, a∗i . When
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a perceptron is added to the SVM algorithm, the expression of the function
becomes as shown in formula (11).

K(x, xi) = tanh(γxTxi + γ) (11)

In formula (11), γ stands for the constant in the function expression,
with a value greater than 0. When calculating the accuracy and precision of
algorithms, algorithm formulas are usually used to measure performance, as
shown in formula (12).

AR =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN
(12)

In formula (12), AR refers to accuracy; TP represents the true case of the
data; TN means the true negative case of the data; FP stands for the false
positive case of the data; FN indicates the false negative case of the data.
The precision expression of its algorithm is shown in formula (13).

PR =
TP

TP + FP
(13)

In formula (13), PR means the accuracy of the data. To achieve higher
accuracy or precision of the algorithm, it is necessary to improve the calcula-
tion parameters in the algorithm. To improve the parameters of the algorithm,
the cross validation method needs to be introduced into the algorithm.
Its principle is to select the best parameter value from the penalty factor in
the algorithm and the parameters in the radial basis function. At this time, the
algorithm strength will be enhanced by the improvement of the accuracy of
the two factors [20]. Figure 5 shows the algorithm calculation steps of SVM
algorithm when processing meteorological analysis data.

As shown in Figure 5, when processing the meteorological data, first it
needs to classify the data of the input algorithm, distinguish the training set
and test set to be used. Then it needs to preprocess the initial data through
the algorithm operation, and use the cross validation method to determine
the penalty factor of the current algorithm and the optimal value of the

Start Data 
classification

Select test and 
training sets

Initial data 
preprocessing

Determine the optimal 
solution of parameters

Training SVM 
models

Fit training 
resultsEnd

Figure 5 Calculation process of SVM algorithm.
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Figure 6 Prediction model building process.

parameters in the radial basis function. The SVM algorithm is optimized
through parameter training, then the predicted calculation results are fitted,
and finally the calculation results are output. At the same time the algorithm
mainly considers the trend of meteorological data when processing the data,
which includes the influence of factors such as temperature, humidity and
solar radiation. After achieving the optimal solution of the algorithm, the
calculated algorithm data will be analyzed on some building simulation
models to predict the current predictable data and obtain a complete data
prediction process model structure. The flowchart for building a prediction
model is shown in Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 6, after obtaining the sample data, the first step is
to establish the discrete points of the sample data. By normalizing the data,
the test and training sets calculated by the algorithm can be obtained. The
two sets of data are transmitted into the prediction model fused with the
SVM algorithm, and the prediction results can be obtained through algorithm
operation and data processing. Finally, after outputting the results, the error
of the results is calculated to obtain the optimal solution and optimize the
algorithm model.

4 Result Analysis of BEC Prediction Based on DeST and
Meteorological Data Analysis Algorithm

The database selected for this experiment is Ali Information Database, CPU
is selected as 1 core, memory is selected as 16 GB, data selection frequency
is 30 Hz, and 420 sets of sample data are selected. This experiment selected
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420 sets of sample data, of which 320 sets were divided into training sets
and 100 sets were divided into testing sets. The algorithm penalty parameter
was set to 5.6569, and the radial basis function parameter was set to 2.8284.
It calculated the error of the prediction algorithm model for the sample data.
At the same time to select the measured data of a city, such as meteorol-
ogy, surface temperature and other parameters, of which the selection range
needs to take into account the climate throughout the year, selecting a more
stable climate throughout the year in the region for parameter selection.
The comparison between predicted values and simulated values is shown in
Figure 7.

As shown in Figure 7, when the number of samples increased, the
energy consumption value of the building changed randomly as a function
and was not directly related to the number of samples. This was mainly
because the energy consumption of the building was mainly affected by the
current temperature and humidity of the building. However, when comparing
the predicted and simulated values, the energy consumption value changed
significantly less when using the algorithm to predict the predicted values,
and many of the predicted values that changed coincide with the simulated
values. This indicated that the SVM algorithm could achieve high prediction
accuracy in the processing of sample data when predicting BEC. Through
images, the comparison error between the predicted and the simulated results
of the sample varied between 0 and 1.3%. Comparing the simulation data
obtained from the experiment with the predicted values, the results are shown
in Table 1.

In Table 1, when predicting energy consumption at the next moment, the
predicted values were compared with the true values, and the predicted values
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Table 1 Simulated and predicted value data

Outdoor
Humidity

Humidity
After 1
Hour

Outdoor
Temperature

Temperature
After 1 Hour

Air-condition
Temperature

Current
Energy

Consumption

Energy
Consumption
After 1 Hour

Predictive
Value

75 65 −4 −3 22 140.08 107.68 106.68

69 65 −3.5 −3.1 22 131.28 102.75 103.01

77 77 −1 0 22 6.76 116.69 115.4

80 80 1.6 2.4 22 111.84 100.86 101.5

57 58 4.8 5.0 22 67.5 62.51 61.84

64 61 8.2 8.2 22 37.08 40.35 39.52

68 60 17.9 18 22 12.8 25.2 24.95

56 56 22.8 23.4 23 105.99 115.38 115.12

80 79 31.5 32.8 24 269.06 253.84 251.73

50 49 37.4 36.4 24 241.5 236.8 236.4

were close to the true values. When the numerical deviation was large, the
difference was 2.11 kilowatts per hour. When the outdoor temperature was
above 30, the overall energy consumption of the building simulation model
was higher than 200 kilowatts per hour, which may be due to an increase
in air conditioning energy consumption. When the outdoor temperature was
below 30, the energy consumption of the simulated building was less than
200. At an outdoor temperature of 31.4, the maximum energy consumption
of the simulated building was 269.06. When the outdoor temperature was −1,
the minimum energy consumption of the simulated building was 6.76. After
comparing the predicted and simulated values of the algorithm simulation
model, it could be known the error and algorithm prediction ability of the
building simulation model currently in use when dealing with BEC. However,
conclusions cannot be drawn on the stability of the algorithm. Therefore,
when testing the stability of the SVM algorithm, some traditional neural
network algorithms are added for comparative experiments, As shown in
Figure 8, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a class of algorithmic models
that take sequence data as input and recursively evolve in the direction
of sequence,and clustering algorithm (CA) is a kind of statistical analysis
algorithm, the main representative algorithm is K-means algorithm.

Figure 8 shows a comparative experiment on the precision of the SVM,
RNN and K-Means algorithms under different datasets. As shown in Figure 8,
when in dataset a, the precision of the SVM algorithm decreased with the
increase of the number of data samples and tended to stabilize. At this point,
the precision value stabilized at around 7, while the trend of the other two
algorithms was the same as that of the SVM algorithm. However, the preci-
sion of the RNN algorithm was stable at around 6, and the K-Means algorithm
was stable at around 6.4. The trend of changes in the other two datasets
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Figure 8 Comparison of precision of three algorithms under different datasets.

was roughly the same as that in dataset a, and there was little difference in
algorithm accuracy. From this, the SVM algorithm outperformed the other
two algorithms in predicting BEC in meteorological data, with high RNN
algorithm 1 and high K-Means algorithm 0.6. When comparing the stability
of energy consumption prediction among the three algorithms, the stability
diagram of the energy consumption prediction algorithm shown in Figure 9
was obtained.

In Figure 9, as the number of samples increased, the accuracy of all
three algorithms fluctuated up and down as the number of samples increased.
The accuracy of the algorithms presented an irregular wave curve, but the
accuracy curve changed within a relatively stable range. The accuracy of the
SVM algorithm varied from 0.9 to 1.0, with the highest accuracy of 0.96
when the sample size was 6. The curve variation range of the RNN algorithm
was between 0.7 and 0.8, and the accuracy of the algorithm was relatively
low. When the number of samples was 4, the maximum accuracy was 0.81.
The accuracy of the K-Means algorithm varied between 0.8 and 0.9, with
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Figure 10 Comparison of root-mean-square error (RMSE) and average percentage error
(APE) of three algorithms.

the highest accuracy of 0.89 when the sample size was 10. The accuracy
of SVM was 0.15 higher than that of RNN and 0.07 higher than that of
K-Means. When comparing the errors of SVM algorithm and two traditional
neural network algorithms, the error variation curve shown in Figure 10 was
obtained.

In Figure 10, when comparing the RMSE of the three algorithms, the
RMSE of the SVM algorithm decreased with the increase of the iteration
times. When the number of iterations was 50, 30 and 40, the minimum root
mean square errors of SVM, SVM and K-Means algorithms were 0.12, 0.25
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and 0.20, respectively. When comparing the APE of the three algorithms, the
error value of SVM, RNN and K-Means algorithms had a minimum error of
0.2 at 20 iterations, 0.3 at 40 iterations and 0.34 at 60 iterations, respectively.
The RMSE of SVM algorithm was less than 0.13 of RNN algorithm and
0.08 of K-Means algorithm. The APE was less than 0.1 for RNN algorithm
and 0.14 for K-Means algorithm. The accuracy of the SVM algorithm with
the training and test sets was compared, which varied with the increase of
training times. The result is shown in Figure 11.

In Figure 11, as the number of training sessions in the algorithm data
increased, the accuracy of the entire training set would increase with the
increase of training sessions. The maximum value was 91% when the training
sessions reached 30. At the peak, increasing the number of training sessions
would reduce the accuracy with the increase of training tests and then stabi-
lize. The accuracy of the test set reached its highest value of 87% when the
training frequency was 25, and the test set tended to stabilize after reaching
its maximum accuracy due to a decrease in accuracy due to increased training
frequency.

5 Discussion

The development of the construction industry drives the development of the
smart home appliance industry, and in the rapid development of the Internet of
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Things today, people’s lives gradually tend to intelligent development. When
there are more and more buildings, how to reasonably predict the energy
consumption of the building and reduce energy consumption has become
an important issue, in order to promote the development of the intelligent
building industry, it is necessary to study and analyze the energy saving
and emission reduction and the prediction of building energy consumption.
Therefore, this research addresses the building energy consumption problem
and proposes a building energy consumption prediction algorithm model to
solve the building energy consumption problem. As shown in Figure 7 of
the analyzed results, the predicted results of building energy consumption
have the same amount of change as the real results, but there are some points
where there are deviations in the values. The possible reason is that in the pre-
diction of building energy consumption, there are some differences in the data
information of some samples, or the algorithm can’t completely predict the
results of the results of the numerical prediction, and can only predict some
data. When Table 1 was analyzed, it was found that when the temperature is
higher, the building energy consumption is increased when the temperature
is lower the building energy consumption is lower when the temperature is
lower, which may be due to the fact that the temperature affects the use
of some home appliances, which makes the building energy consumption
increase or decrease. However, the degree of building energy consumption
reaches its lowest value when the temperature is −1. This may be due to
the fact that the current building has a better thermal insulation effectiveness,
while the temperature has not reached the time when the air conditioner is
open, so the energy consumption is reduced.

When analyzing Figure 8, it was found that the trend of the accuracy
of all three algorithms decreased with the increase in the number of sam-
ples, probably due to the decrease in the stability of the algorithms when
the number of samples increased during the operation of the algorithms.
At the same time the accuracy of the three algorithms in the SVR algorithm
model has the highest accuracy, may be the SVR algorithm in the processing
of meteorological data in the algorithm is more stable. In the analysis of
Figure 9, it is found that the three algorithms on the accuracy of the test,
the change curve is fluctuating changes, which is due to the different sample
data, the algorithm for the sample data processing process and processing
data caused by differences. When comparing the error values of the three
algorithms, the error trends of the three algorithms show interval trends,
which may be due to the algorithms in the processing of the data, the changes
in the sample data will have an impact on the final results and the error
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caused by the algorithms, and at the same time the SVR algorithm model
error is smaller, which is due to the SVR algorithm’s performance is more
excellent. When the test accuracy of the algorithm was studied, it was found
that the accuracy of both the test and training sets of the algorithm were at
a high level, which was due to the fact that the SVR algorithm was able
to analyze and process the meteorological data, which resulted in a higher
accuracy of the data. Therefore, in the study of meteorological data, the
SVR algorithm and IoT combined to build a more accurate model and more
accurate prediction of the data, which is more practical significance to reduce
the energy consumption of the building to reduce carbon emissions and build
a cleaner and more energy-saving building.

6 Conclusion

This study established a building environment simulation design plat-
form based on DeST, and achieved the utilization of the IoTs and cloud
platforms in the DeST platform through analysis and design. Then, the SVM
algorithm was used to build a BEC prediction algorithm model in meteo-
rological data. Finally, the SVM algorithm was applied to the simulation
model of BEC, and the accuracy of the algorithm and the processing ability
of BEC data were analyzed. The experiment outcomes denoted that the
SVM algorithm model could maintain a prediction error of within 1.3% in
predicting simulated BEC models. In comparison with traditional algorithms,
prediction precision of SVM algorithm was higher than RNN and K-Means
algorithms 1 and 0.6, respectively. The accuracy of SVM algorithm was
0.15 higher than RNN accuracy and 0.07 higher than K-Means accuracy.
The RMSE of SVM algorithm was less than 0.13 of RNN algorithm and 0.08
of K-Means algorithm. The APE was less than 0.1 for RNN algorithm and
0.14 for K-Means algorithm. The highest accuracy rates were 91% for the
training set and 87% for the test set, respectively. In summary, this study can
to some extent predict BEC through meteorological data, but there are still
many shortcomings. Firstly, only 420 sets of data were selected for testing in
terms of data selection, and more data will be tested for algorithm models in
the future. At the same time, in the study of meteorological data, only the air
conditioning parameters and humidity were set, and subsequent tests will be
conducted with multiple parameters changed. Finally, the research is affected
by human and material resources and other factors can not analyze the real
building data, so the research should also analyze the real building data when
conditions allow.
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